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REPORT OF THE DEAN
To

THE PRESIDENT OF TRINITY COLLEGE:

SIR:

As Dean of the College, I have the honor to submit herewith a report
for the academic year 19 50, 51 :
Who could have blamed the average college student of last year if
such a young man had succumbed to the temptation to end his studies in
a splurge of gaiety and girls? Why not eat, drink, and be merry? No
matter what college deans and faculty advisers might say, his fate in the
immediate future was apparently to be determined by the fortunes of our
arms up and down the Korean peninsula. Very little in the way of en,
couragement was to be found in the daily front,page reports by and about
Selective Service. It was hard to look to 1952, or 1953, or farther when
it seemed quite possible that some person or persons unknown were about
to cry uHavoc!" and let slip the dogs of war to prey on college students
even before June of 1951. ~uo Vadis was the question in a young man's
mind, and the answer was likely to be an outlandish and oriental place,
name.
In the face of such incertitude, our students acquitted themselves very
well indeed. There was no hysteria here, no extreme pessimism. The
academic record was much better than usual and there was considerable
evidence of seriousness of purpose to be noted in the campus life of our
undergraduates. Without wishing to seem unaware of or ungrateful for
the wise and unobstrusive leadership that was exercised by Dean Clarke
with the assistance of various faculty advisers and student officers, I com,
mend to you most sincerely our student body of 1950,51 for a courageous
perfonnance under fire. The uncertainties of last year continue to exist
and to beset the young man who seeks to begin and complete a college
education, but I shall feel reassured and optimistic about the future careers
of our incoming students if they react as bravely and sanely as did the
undergraduates of the year just ended.

ENROLLMENT AND REGISTRATION IN COURSES
For the first time since the end of World War II, our enrollment went
down instead of up as the academic year began. The drop was small,
however, and we continued to be aware of crowded conditions in certain
dormitories and classes, but our post,war shoes are getting to be more
comfortable as far as academic arrangements go, although living accommo,
dations present problems that are far from being solved. Predictions of
future enrollments are tied up inextricably with the international situation,
and even in August of 1951 it is impossible to present a sound estimate
of the size of our student body for the coming academic year. Local draft
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boards are currently at work classifying students on the basis of class
standing and the scores obtained in the nation,wide examinations con,
ducted earlier this year, the results of which are quite properly divulged
only to the students themselves. As a consequence, however, we have
no way of knowing at this point the eligibility for deferment from mili,
tary service of more than one hundred of our students.
The record of enrollments during the past five years is as follows :
1946-47

September enro1lment
Change in per cent

826
+129.4%

1947-48
--

1943,49·

1949-S'O

19rn-n

881
+6.7%

901
+2.3%

9S'O

927
-2.4%

+ f .4%

The student body of 1950,51 included 227 Freshmen, 224 Sopho,
mores, 23 3 Juniors, 203 Seniors, and 40 graduate students. With respect
to geographical distribution, our students represented 26 states and 5
foreign countries:
California _ _ _ _ _ __
New Jersey _ _ _ _ __
2
66
New York _ _ _ _ _ __ 146
Connecticut
397
Delaware ________
2
Ohio
9
Pennsylvania _ _ _ _ __
73
6
District of Columbia ··--·-····-·····
Florida _ _ _ _ _ _ __
Rhode Island _ _ _ __
10
3
Illinois _ _ _ _ _ _ __
South Dakota _ _ _ __
2
33
Texas _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __
1
2
Iowa
Kansas _ _ _ _ _ _ __
1
1
Vermont - - - - - - Kentucky _ _ _ _ _ __
4
1
Virginia - - - - - - - Maine _ _ _ _ _ _ __
Wisconsin _ _ _ _ _ __
3
5
England _ _ _ _ _ __
M aryland
18
1
Germany _ _ _ _ _ __
Massachusetts _ _ _ __
1
68
Holland _ _ _ _ _ __
Michigan _ _ _ _ _ __
1
16
Panama _ _ _ _ _ _ __
Minnesota _ _ _ _ _ __
1
6
Venezuela _ _ _ _ _ __
1
Missouri
1
New Hampshire _ _ _ __
Graduate students
4
unclassified _ _ _ __
40
Total - - - - - - - - 927
During the academic year we lost 7 4 students, whereas the number
had been only 39 in 1949,50. The Dean's Office recorded the following
reasons for the withdrawals: transfer, 5; academic failure, 23; financial, 3;
health, 2; disciplinary, l; personal, 4; unknown, 5; entered armed services,
31. The last category obviously accounted for the increase beyond tpe fig,
ure for the previous yeari Similarly, there was an increase, natural enough
in such turbulent times, in the ••summer mortality" figures. A total of 69
members of the 1949,50 student body failed to return to College in Sep,
tember, 1950. The reasons given were: graduation requirements com,
pleted in Summer School at Trinity, 14; transfer to R.P.I., 7; transfer else,
where, 10; dropped for scholastic deficiencies, 10; finances, 3; health, 2;
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miscellaneous, 4; unknown, 2; entered armed services, 17. Many of the
men who were lost to the armed services were members of a local unit
of the national guard which was called into federal service during the
summer of 1950. In general, those students who leave to enter the armed
forces are planning to return to Trinity some day, and it is to be hoped
that the College will keep them informed in the meanwhile about activities
on the campus and other news affecting Trinity.
Next year's seniors will still have the option of qualifying for gradua,
tion as majors in General Arts or General Science, if they so desire, but
starting with the Class of 1953, the degree requirements of the Faculty
will make it necessary for each student to choose a specific concentration
and to complete the requirements stipulated for that subject. Last year
one could notice already a considerable decrease in the number of General
Arts and General Science majors as the new degree requirements began
to show an effect. There was of course a concomitant rise in the popu,
lations of other major areas, with History and Mathematics registering the
largest increases. Economics retained for the fifth successive year its posi,
tion as our most popular major subject and fluctuations were otherwise
minor for the most part and without significance. Three years ago, how,
ever, there were twice as many Engineering majors as we had last year,
and the sizeable drop has been due largely to the deliberate policy adopted
by Engineering educational associations for the purpose of discouraging
large enrollments in that area. It is to be hoped that the serious problems
growing out of the nation's rearmament program will serve to focus atten,
tion once more on the importance of pre,professional training in Engineer,
ing.
CLASSIFICATION OF STUDENTS BY MAJOR SUBJECT
B. A. CURRICULA

B. S. CURRICULA

Classical Languages __
Economics _ _ _ __
Education _ _ _ __
English _ _ _ _ __
Fine Arts - - - - General Arts _ _ __
Government _ _ __
History - - - - - Modern Languages --·-··-·
Mugc - - - - - Plu1osophy _ _ __
Psychology _ _ _ __

6

8

Biology _ _ _ __

130

139

4

47

3
S'2

112

70

Chemistry
--·--·-····
Education _
_ __
Engineering - •---•-·-·General Science - Geology
Mathematics _ __
Physica _ _ _ __

7

14

9

11

6S'

82

2

2
0

4

7
10

--2
1949-50 1950-51

1949-50 1950-51

Pre•Medical

8

Total
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1949-50

1950-51

408

279
232
31

394
266
227
40

9S'O

927

31

4

3

S'O

40

74
12
17
1S'

74

10

Total in B.A. Curricula _ _ _ _ __
Total in B.S. Curricula - - - - - Freshmen
Graduate Students - - - - - - -

2

31

rn

19
31
13

77

The number of major students in a department does not necessarily
provide an accurate index of the load carried by a given subject, and I
include therefore a tabulation of the actual percentages of our total student
body enrolled in the various subjects offered at Trinity College. For com,
parison the table indicates also the corresponding percentages for the pre,
vious year as well as the average proportions during a group of years just
before World War II.
REGISTRATION IN DEPARTMENTS BY PERCENTAGES
Subject

Air Science
Astronomy
Biology

193",41, incl.

0.8
3.1

1949,f0

19f0-S'l

3.1

6.2

2.6

2.9

Biology
Hygiene
Physiology
Chemistry
Class. Langs. & Civil.___
Classical Civilization

2.7
0.03
0.17

8.3
3.6

5.4
4.4

4.5
3.4
2S
0.4

GTeel{
Latin
Economics
Education
Engineering
English
Fine Arts
Geology
German
Government
History
Linguistics
Mathematics
Music
Philosophy
Physics
Physiology
Psychology
Reading Course
Religion
Romance Languages ·---~-------···

OJ'

5.8
1.S
1.8
12.9
1.6
2.9
7.9

10.1
2.2
9.8
0.7
5.6
5.5
2.2
5.6
0.6
0.5
7.0

9.4
1.8
2.8
13.1
4.2
3.6
2.0
2.8
12.1
1.4
7.3

8.9
1.1

5.5
3.8

2.1
12.6
4.5
3.8
2.0
2.2
12.3
1.0
7.5
1.9
5.3
4.0

4.0
0.2
0.3
9.1

3.8
0.5
0.4
9.1

1.1

French
Italian
Spanish

4.3
0.3
4S

100.0
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100.0

. 100.0

Another summary of the distribution of students in our courses is
given by a table listing the actual registration in 1950,51. It will be noted
that Freshman English has regained from Mathematics its position as the
course with the largest number of stude_nts:
REGISTRATION IN COURSES, 1950,51
Summer School•

Summer School•

f.., ,;.,,..,• J bfl
]u
!

Air Science 101,102
Air Science 201•202
Air Science 301-302
Air Science 401•402
Biology 101•102
Biology 201•202
Biology 301-302
Biology 303
Biology 401•402
Biology 403
Biology 404
Chemistry 101-102
Chemistry 103•104
Chemistry l0S'-106
Chemistry 201
Chemistry 209
Chemistry 210 ·
Chemistry 303
Chemistry 304
Chemistry 30S'·306
Chemistry 311
Chemistry 402
Chemistry 40S'•406
Chemistry 407•408
Chemistry 412
' Class. Civil. 201-202
Class. Civil. 203
Class. Civil. 204
Economics 201-202
Economics 203•204
Economics 301-302
Economics 303
Economics 304
Economics 306
Economics 308
Economics 309
Economics 311
Economics 31S'•316
Economics 401•402
Education 371
Education 373
Education 374

~

Uf-,

128
S'4
S'S
9
S'0
34
33

,.
,.

8

2S'
S'0
21
22
14

4

6

4

19

6

30

,.

2
4
S'9
72
3

3 1S'3
S't 80
23
41

i.., f.,,.., J

!f-,

!

Education 376
Education 471•472
Education 473
Education 47S'
Education 478
Education 480
Engineering 131
Engineering 13 2
Engineering 233
Engineering 23S'•236
Engineering 238
Engineering 3 31•33 2
Engineering 334
Engineering 33S'
Engineering 337•338
Engineering 431•432
Engineering 434

179
S'6
63
11
49
34
32
~

,.
19
4S'
20
1S'
17
17
29

English 101-102
English 201
English 202
English 211•212
English 221
English 222
English 231
English 232
English 241•242
English 243•244
English 24S'•246
English 30S'
English 3S'9
English 360
English 362
English 363
English 364
English 372
English 381-382
English 401
English 402
English 491
English 492
Pine Arts 101
Fine Arts 102
Fine Arts 201•202

16
3
4

3
62
32
149
73
23
41
16
39

43

3

4
9

2t
3

40

8
37
8

16
13
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~

6
1
3

:Ga
Uf-1

le
f-of-1

,. u6

,.

10
7
34

26
17
7

3t

8
7
9
14
234
16
14
66

7
1S'
6
10
8
13
3
232
23
14
67

6
2

3

120
26
21

10
llS'
20
20

,.

1

11
3
12
17
10

13
7
17

4
16
1S'
2
2
16t

129
21

123
30

Summer School*

.:iIll=
VI

!
Fine Arts 203·204
Fine Arts 20S'•206
Pine Arts 207
Fine Arts Tutorial
French 101•102
French 111•112
French 111•112
French 211•212
French 213,214
French 331•332
French Honors Course
Geology 101
Geology 102
Geology 201•202
Geology 203
Geology 20S'
Geology 207•208
Geology 209
Geology 210
Geology 212
Geology 213
Geology 214
Geology 21 f
Geology 401
German 101•102
German 111•112
German 211•212
Government 201
Government 204
Government 301
Government 303
Government 30S'
Government 308
Government 312
Government 314
Government 401
Government 402
Greek
Greek
Greek
Greek

f I
VI

"'O

~

VI

!

tJf-4

3

3

28t

1

2

n

49
21
9
1
S'6
4

.:iIll=

]O is
,.
12
18
11

32
13

4

11

History 309,310
History 321•322
History 323
History 324
History 32S' • 326
History 333•334
History 401-402
Hygiene 102
Italian 101• 102
Italian 1 ll• 112
Latin 101-102
Latin 111
Latin 112
Latin 121•122
Latin 201•202
Linguistics 101
Mathematics 97
Mathematics 101
Mathematics 102
Mathematics 10 3
Mathematics 104
Mathematics 201
Mathematics 202
Mathematics 203
Mathematics 301
Mathematics 302
Mathematics 304
Mathematics 30S'
Mathematics 306
Mathematics 401
Mathematics 404
Music 101
Music 102
Music 103· 104
Music l0S'
Music 106
Music 107,108
Philosophy 201
Philosophy 204
Philosophy 20S'
Philosophy 206
Philosophy 207
Philosophy 208
Philosophy 301
Philosophy 302
Philosophy 307
Philosophy 308
Philosophy 311
Philosophy 312
Philosophy 31 f

3
11

11
32t
46
S'0
19
7
1

H
30
30
10

14
10
11
23
22
4

10
33

48
12
73

2
9

32
47
11
36

7
9

4

7
4

9

4

24
8
3

st

101•102
112
201
301-302

History 101-102
History 201·202
History 203
History 204
History 20S'·206
History 207
History 208
History 30S'
History 306

Summer School*

7
3
4

6
6

4

19S'
73
110
10
43

,.
,.
200
73
114
H
46

14
H

(6)

.:iIll=
VI

"'O

~

j

!;-

~g
]0 f-4f-4
tJf-4
2S'
18
10

24
14

8
24
3

17
8
31
2

,.

9

4

9

7

2
2

,.

2t

9

,.

6
7
6

48

40

S'9
1"4
14
29

78
141

47

43

11
2
1
14
21

3

11
11
11
3
9
6

7
6

3

,.

S'9
11

S'3

10
9
26

19
10
23
22

84
6

84
39

H
18
12

,.

2

6
9
2S'

22
11

.

Summer School•

.:ilit
V'I

!

.,;
lit

V'I

-c,

....
,::i

j

:Ge
t.)f-1

3
64
S'S

49
3S'
36
8
7
6

2

,.

!
Psychology 141
Psychology 2 S'2
Psychology 2 H
Psychology 2 S'S'
Psychology 341-342
Psychology 3 S' l
Psychology 3S' 4
Psychology 36S'
Psychology 366
Psychology 369
Psychology 441-442
Reading C.ourse
Religion 201
Religion 202
Spanish 101,102
Spanish 111,112
Spanish 211,212
Spanish 213,214
Spanish 301-302

6S'

2

V'I

E-tE-t

2

1

~

:ie
7

Philosophy 316
Philosophy 401
Philosophy 402
Physics 101
Physics 102
Physics 103
Physics 104
Physics 201
Physics 202
Physics 301
Physics 302
Physics 303
Physics 304
Physics 307
Physics 308
Physics 401
Physics 402
Physics 403
Physics 404

Summer School*

7

,.

3
2
1

3

~ j

V'I

....

]~
t.>E-t

3

118

-c,
,::i

.

:h
E-tE-t

24
11
S'2

io,.

,.

19
20
16

,.

2

14

2

2

1S'
14

2
2

2
2

S'9
74
S'6
11
8

13
4
26
19
47

72
H
10
8

•summer School figures include Trinity students only
tDouble Course

We offered 143 courses in the Christmas Term last year and we taught
them in 264 sections. The following table presents facts in which we can
take pride, since the few large sections resulted from unusual and unavoid,
able problems of personnel, and since the average size of our sections
reached the lowest point yet achieved by us in the post,war years. Un,
doubtedly, we were in a position to give a considerable amount of indi,
vidualized instruction and personal attention to our students.

SIZE OF SECTIONS
No.of
Sections

Sections with 1 to 5 students
Sections with 6 to 10 students
Sections with 11 to 15 students
Sections with 16 to 20 students
Sections with 21 to 2 5 students
Sections with 26 to 30 students
Sections with 31 to 35 students
Sections with 36 to 40 students
Sections with 41 to 45 students
Total
Average number of students per section
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17.3

Total
Enrolled

24
44
39
66
53
19
13
5
1

89
371
519
1200
1218
527
421
189
43

264

4577

CURRICULUM
The rapid growth of the enrollment in Air Science can hardly escape
. one's attention and calls for comment. There is no ..major" provided in
Air Science, yet almost every student who enrolls as a Freshman in
R.O.T.C. will probably continue his work for four years, and thus four
out of twenty, or one,fifth, of his college courses will be in Air Science.
His own major subject will account for five additional courses, and the
general degree requirements will use up the remainder of the total of
twenty. In other words, he will have no electives and, to all intents and
purposes, he will major in R.O.T.C. just as much as in his conventional
and more academic field of concentration. More than half of our students
will be registered in the R.O.T.C. unit next fall, a proportion that is more
likely to grow than to decrease. Obviously, our curricula and our degree
requirements were not designed in the light of these comparatively recent
developments and it will be well for us to re,examine our course of study
in order to eliminate some of the distortions that are resulting from the
growing registration in Air Science at Trinity. Conflicts in schedule be,
tween Air Science and other required courses, especially in the senior
year, are becoming increasingly hard to avoid and it is already virtually
impossible for a pre,medical junior or senior to complete the Advanced
R.O.T.C. requirements. I have no desire to find fault here with the college
courses as designed by the Air Forces, but I do feel strongly that we have
not yet succeeded in synthesizing the educational plans that we have
undertaken to offer to our students.
During the year the Curriculum Com~ttee and the Faculty approved
the adding of three new half,courses to the course of study, and two half,
courses were similarly added to the Extension program. The History
major requirements were revised and a few small changes were made in
the degree requirements. Considerable thought was devoted to the college
curriculum by our entire ·faculty, however, since each department was re,
quested to audit its course offerings on a form prepared and circulated by
the Curriculum Committee. The result has been a most useful and
enlightening compendium of well,weighed and integrated information
regarding the function within a department of each of our college courses
and also the particular value of each course in a liberal arts curriculum.
We have also received and recorded the departmental recommendations
that constitute a unified plan for the curtailment of course offerings if
some future national emergency should force us to have recourse to such
drastic measures.
ACADEMIC CEREMONIES: COMMENCEMENT
During 1950,51 the principal convocations were held as follows:
Opening Chapel Service, September 28; Matriculation, February 20;
Honors Day, May 24; and the Baccalaureate Service and Commencement,
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June 17. A sufficiency of impressive pomp and circumstance charactemed
each of those occasions with the Owen Morgan mace providing the most
notable recent embellishment of our academic processions.
Degrees in course, numbering 255, were awarded at the Commence,
ment in June, including: Bachelor of Arts, 136; Beachelor of Science, 83;
Master of Arts, 34; Master of Science, 2. Five degrees earned in course
were granted in absentia to candidates who had been excused from attend,
ing the exercises, a situation which will doubtless assume greater propor,
tions next year as a result of national mobilization and our accelerated pro,
gram of studies. Degrees honoris causa were: Master of Science, 3; Master
of Arts, 1; Doctor of Laws, 2; Doctor of Humane Letters, 1; Doctor of
Divinity, 2. Honors earned by members of our graduating class in divers
fields of study were distributed in the following pattern: General Scholar,
ship, 2; Classics, l ; Economics, 1; Engineering, 2; History, 3; Mathematics,
3; Philosophy, 1; Physics, 2; Psychology, 1.
STUDENT BODY LIVING ACCOMMODATIONS
The rapid growth percentagewise in the size of our resident student
body poses a serious problem that calls for immediate attention. Despite
the substantial increase in the dormitory facilities of the college during
recent years it is patent that still further accommodations will have to be
provided in the near future and very probably we shall be confronted by
an emergency when we enroll the Freshman Class that will enter Trinity
in September, 1952. I am convinced that it is in the best interests of the
college to retain our present proportions of resident students, but we must
have more dormitory space in order to do so. Very few, if any, of the
current requirements of the college transcend in importance our need for
a new dormitory.
The living accommodations available for our students last year are
shown by the following figures:
Married and living off campus
50
Unmarried and living at home _ _ _ _ _ _
290
Non,resident unmarried, not living at home....._
14
Living in college dormitories - - - - - - 443
Living in fraternity houses - - - - - - - 90
Alpha Chi Rho _ _ _ _ _ _
15
Alpha Delta Phi - - - - - 10
Delta Kappa Epsilon - - - - 8
Delta Phi _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _
15
Psi Upsilon _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _
13
Sigma Nu _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _
14
Theta Xi __________
15
Graduate students unclassified - - - - - -

40
927
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FINANCIAL AID FOR STUDENTS
By adding a substantial appropriation to the endowed funds already
available, the College provided $56,696 in scholarship awards last year as
compared with $37,519 in 1949,50. However, there were 245 applicants
for college scholarships, an increase of 50 over the number in the pre,
ceding year. We were able to make grants to 158 students, which is to
say that we could help 65% of the men who filed applications. The com,
parable figure in 1949,50 was 60%. The continuing need for sizeable
appropriations over and above our income from endowed funds is appar,
ent when one realizes that an increase of 50% in the amount that we
awarded in scholarship aid enabled us to raise by only 5% the proportion
of applicants receiving grants. Through the efforts of alumni chapters in
Hartford, New York, Philadelphia, and Waterbury an additional sum of
$4525 was made available in the form of grants in aid.
There follows a tabulation of the financial assistance given by the
college to our students in 19 50, 51:
Scholarships _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ $56,696
Tuitions (to Faculty families
& to college employees) _ _ _ _ _
4,349
$61,045

Total
Loans - -- - - -- -- - - -- - -Bursary Employment
Library - - - - - - - - - - $ 2,658
Messengers _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __
1,983
Office work _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __
2,307
Academic work _ _ _ _ _ _ __
9,404
Union,Bookstore _ _ _ _ _ _ __
1,638
Chapel,choir, organist, etc. _ _ __
2,164

4,445t

20,154

Total
Dining Hall- value of meals for
student employees
Fellowships - - - - - - - - - - - -- Prizes - - - -- - - - -- - - - - - Total financial aid to students _ _ __

9,362
2,500
820
$98,326

tS3,037 outstanding, June 30, 19"1

In addition to direct aid from the college, an estimate of other sources
of income for students would include:
$15,000
Fraternity houses - - - - - - - - Off,campus work _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __
$53,330
( 10)

GRADES AND ACADEMIC RECORDS
After having soared in 1949,50 to the highest point ever recorded at
the college, the average grade of the student body was inevitably and
understandably destined to decline toward its normal level even if inter,
national affairs had not had an adverse effect on the morale of our under,
graduates. I am pleased and in retrospect somewhat surprised to be able
to report that the decline was but a small one and that the academic per,
formance of Trinity students last year was one of the best on record for
the post,war years. It is particularly gratifying to note that the average
grade of fraternity men was higher than the figure for the college as a
whole. That had never happened before the academic year 1949,50 and
now it has happened for two years running. It can hardly be an unre,
lated and fortuitous coincidence that our plan for deferred rushing was
instituted by the Interfraternity Council just two years ago.
During the past five years the average grades of the undergraduate
student body have been:
Grades in per cent

1946-47

1947-48

1948-49

1949,rn

19rn,n

76.6

76.3

75.9

77.4

76.6

In greater detail, the records of the various groups of the student body
were as follows:
Veterans _ _ _ _ _ 77,0
Freshmen _ _ _ _ _73.2
Non,Veterans
76.5
Fraternity
76.8
Resident
75.5
Neutral Body
76.5
Married
80.8
Non,Resident ·····-····-·····78.4
Single
76.4
Upperclassmen ·····-·-·----·77 .8
Only the non,resident men and the small group of married students
reached averages higher than those of the preceding year, but in no in,
stance was there a drop that calls especially for comment. Tau Alpha,
for the second successive year, was the winner of the Fraternity Scholar,
ship Cup, and five of the chapters holding membership in our Interfrater,
nity Council attained averages higher than that of the whole student
body.
Tau Alpha _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __
80.8
Commons Club _ __ __ _ __ __ _
80.1
Alpha Chi Rho _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __
80.0
Sigma Nu _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __
77.8
Delta Phi _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __
76.9
Theta Xi _ _ _ _ _ _ __ _ _ _ __
76.4
Psi Upsilon _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __ _ __
75.1
Alpha Delta Phi _ _ _ _ _ _ __ _ _
74.6
Delta Psi _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __ _
73.9
Delta Kappa Epsilon _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __
73.8
(All Fraternity 76.8)
(Whole College 76.6)
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Inasmuch as average grades are affected by the standing of the un,
usually successful students and even more by the records of the unusually
unsuccessful men, I find it enlightening to study the distributions of grades
from year to year. The percentage of failures did not increase materially
last year, but there was a falling off in the proportion of •A's' and a rise
in the 'D's' received by our students.
DISTRIBUTION OF GRADES, PAST FIVE YEARS
June,

A

-

TOTAL GRADES (Actual Numbers)
B
C
D

F

Total

564
492
466
558
434

1263
1327
1354
1506
1507

1305
1439
1472
1470
1466

676
784
730
618
696

181
186
215
125
152

3989
4228
4237
4277
4255

Total

2514

6957

7152

3504

859

20986

June,

PERCENTAGE OF A'11 B's, C's, D's F's
·F
·A
B
C
D

1947
1948
1949
1950
1951

1947

14.1

31.7

1948
1949

11.6
11.0
13.0
10.2
12.0

31.4

1950
1951

All five years

32.0
35.2
35.4
33.1

32.7
34.0
34.7
34.4

17.0
18.6
17.2

34.4
34.1

16.4
16.7

14.5

Total

100.0
100.0
100.0
100.0
100.0
100.0

4.5
4.4
5.1
2.9
3.6
4.1

There were 107 men who obtained Dean's List averages in February
and 111 in June. The corresponding figures in 1949,50 were 126 and 133.
The local chapter of Phi Beta ~pa elected 3 seniors to membership in
the fall and 13 in the spring.
As one would suppose after having inspected the grade averages,
more of our students were put on academic probation last year than in
1949,50 and more students were required to withdraw. The record for
1950,51 is nevertheless considerably better than that of the halcyon years
when veterans made up a large part of our student population.
1949-50

February

Probation

Required
Withdrawal

Freshmen
Upperclassmen

26
16

0
7

Freshmen
Upperclassmen

5
8

3
7

55

17

June

Total for Year
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1950-51

February
Freshmen
Upperclassmen
June
Freshmen
Upperclassmen

Total for Year

Probation

Required
Withdrawal

27
30

0
6

9

6

10
7

72

23

To be sure, there was an urgent and impelling incentive for our students to put forth their best efforts last year, for one's standing in the
draft was to be determined at least in part by one's standing in college.
At the same time, that influence was counterbalanced for many young
men by the sapping of morale that was a result of the international situa•
tion and an abnormal uncertainty with regard to the ·mmediate future.
Under the circumstances, the academic record of 1950-51 represents a
commendable achievement and calls for my congratulations to our student
body.
SUMMER SCHOOL AND EXTENSION
Professor R. M. Vogel, Director of Summer School and Extension,
submits the following report:
"The 19 50 Summer School, consisting of two nve,week sessions, was
hastily organized following the death of Professor Buell. It followed
closely the pattern of previous summers, and was apparently normal in
every respect. Courses in education at the graduate level attracted the
largest number of students, and an increasing interest in graduate study
in English was evident.
uThe 1950-51 Extension Division registration was smaller than in
any year since World War II. This was directly a reflection of the decreasing number of veterans, and affected undergraduate classes. The
number of candidates for the Master's degree continued to climb slowly.
Obviously the nve years since the end of the War have been sufficient
tipte for veterans to satisfy their undergraduate educational needs. In
tlie future our evening classes will concentrate on graduate instruction, an
area in which Trinity can make a significant contribution. With this in
mind the Committee on Graduate Students, under the chairmanship of
Professor Krieble, did outstanding work in the revision of entrance and
degree requirements for graduate students. Professor Herdman reorganized thoroughly the graduate program in Education, and Miss Evelyn
Andersen reorganized the administrative file and routine for graduate
students.
"A course in numerical mathematical analysis and machine methods
was offered to a selected group of Trinity seniors and employees in the
Research Laboratory of the United Aircraft Company. The course, we
believe the first of its kind in a small college, attracted considerable atten-
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tion among those concerned with electronic computation. Mr. Stuart
Crossman and Mr. Walter Ramshaw of United Aircraft served as instruc,
tors under the general direction of Professor Edwin Nilson.
"We are also indebted to the Life Insurance Agency Management
Association for the generous provision of their facilities in connection with
the course in psychological statistics taught by Mr. Alfred Whitney of
the Association.
"I commend to you the members of the Committee on Graduate
Students and those individuals and organizations specifically named above.
This has been a difficult transitional year, and they have been particularly
helpful."
PHYSICAL EDUCATION AND ATHLETICS
Mr. Ray Costing, Director of Physical Education, reports as follows
on the work of his department and on the subject of intercollegiate
athletics:
..,The intercollegiate sport season at Trinity during the past year ranks
with the previous year as one of the best in the long history of intercol,
legiate athletics at the College. The record of these two years in games
won and lost are almost identical. Each year 64% of the total contests
have been won. The major sport teams were particularly successful dur,
ing the 1950,51 season, the football team winning 7 of 8 games, the soccer
team 6 of 8, the basketball team 15 of 21, the swimming team 7 of 9, the
track team 3 of 6, and the baseball team 10 of 17, for a major sports win,
ning record of 70 per cent.
"The football team started the season giving every indication that
another undefeated record was in the making, but Colby College handed
the Blue and Gold a 6,0 defeat in a game played at Waterville. The
team profited by the loss, and finished out the season with victories over
Middlebury, Amherst, Wesleyan, and Tufts.
"The soccer team, playing its first year as a recognized major sport,
won all but two contests and finished with a 2, 1 victory over Wesleyan.
The varsity swimming team climaxed its best season by a surprising show,
ing in the New England Intercollegiate Championships, tying with Brown
for first place.
"The basketball team, after winning thirteen games and losing five
during its regular season, was invited, with seven other colleges, to play
in · the first annual New England Intercollegiate Tournament. The team
defeated Rhode Island 87,86, Tufts 76,71, and lost to Boston College in
the finals 82,72 in an overtime contest.
"The spring sport season was equally successful with the baseball
team winning games from some of the stronger teams of the east. A 3,2
victory over Army, a 5,4 win over Holy Cross, two victories over Wes,
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leyan, plus a no,hit, no,run 10 inning victory over Tufts were the high,
lights. The latter game was pitched by Fred Vogel and is probably the
only no,hit game every pitched by a Trinity hurler.
..The track team showed good team balance. Captain R. M. Ransom,
Jr., established a new low hurdles record of 24.5 seconds and equalled the
high hurdle record of 15.4 seconds made by R. Halsted '47.
••The varsity tennis team, for the first time in many years, won more
matches than it lost, registering 5 victories to 4 defeats. Richard Stewart
won the Horace Cleveland tennis medal as the Trinity tennis champion
of the year. Squash racquets was not successful from the standpoint of
victories but the team provided good competition in most of its matches
and defeated M.I.T .
..The success of the varsity teams can be attributed to a succession of
freshmen teams which have made good records. This past year was no
exception for the class of '54 registered a winning record of 57.1 %, com,
pared with 62% for the class of '53 and 68% for the class of '52. The
most noteworthy achievement during the past year from the freshmen
viewpoint was the 71,70 victory scored against the Holy Cross freshmen
basketball team, the first defeat suffered by the Holy Cross freshmen in
over two years.
·
..Considerable interest was shown in the sports classified as •informal'.
Sailing, lacrosse, fencing, and golf were enthusiastically supported and
sometime in the future may warrant recognition as minor sports.
..The required physical education and intramural sports program
operated on the same general plan as during the preceding year. Sigma
Nu was again awarded the coveted Alumni Trophy, gathering the most
points in intramural competition."
PLACEMENT BUREAU
Excerpts from the report of Mr. John F. Butler, Director of Place,
ment, summarize the work of the Placement Bureau last year:
..In September the class of '51 was rather pessimistic about its chances
of being attractive in the employment market due to the Korean War.
It could easily have been anticipated that the class of '51 would be rather
lethargic about its efforts of job seeking due to the presence of imminent
military service. The reverse was true. The Placement Office advised
each senior by letter and subsequent conferences that despite military ser,
vice on the horizon he would not be a social leper as far as medium and
large size companies were concerned. Big business had made the mistake
in '40 and '41 of not recruiting college graduates and thereby suffered a
lack of young manpower upon the completion of the war in '45. This
time companies employed men although many of them would be leaving
for service in a few months. Due to this situation the '51 senior was
[ 15)

interested in finding out about job opportunities in preparation for inter,
views and as a result our campus interviews were closed out earlier than
in previous years. The following statistics show the present disposition
of the class of '51 :
Admitted and going to graduate sc:.hoC')s
.
52
26.5%
Admitted by graduate school, but called into service.....__
1
.5
Applied to graduate school, not accepted as ye _ _ __
9
4.5
Graduates already employ....
ed...___________
75
38.3
Graduates in service or waiting to be calle....
d _ _ _ __
39
19.9
Graduates traveling; postponing job,huntin,._,g_ _ __ _
5
2.5
Graduates unemployed _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __
4.1
8
Graduates on whom information is not availabl....
e _ __
7
3.6
*This figure includes only men who were seniors in 19S'O•H.

Graduate School Information
.. Sixty,two ( 62) seniors applied to graduate schools and as of this
date fifty,three (53) have been accepted and admitted; one, however, was
called into the Marine Reserves. The percentage of this year's class going
to graduate school, 26.5% compares to 26.1 % in '49, 27.4% in '50. In
1950 the largest category for graduate study for men from Trinity was
business and law with thirteen (13) each, while in '51 medicine led the
field with twelve (12), law followed with ten (10).
Employment Information
.. Of the one hundred thirty,four ( 134) seniors registered for employ•
ment, exclusive of graduate school candidates, 55.9% are employed as of
this date and 29% have been, or are waiting to be, called into service.
Again in '51 industry attracted the largest number of graduates, thirty•
three ( 33), and insurance was next with thirteen ( 13) . A listing of the
January and June graduates, including brief resumes was sent to 387 com•
panies. Forty•nine (49) companies came to Trinity during '51 and held
477 interviews. Approximately 900 referrals were made for off,campus
interviews. The salary range for '51 was up, from $2400 to $3700 with
science majors commanding the largest salaries.
"Teaching candidates posed a problem this year as the majority were
draft eligible and schools were looking for veterans for replacement. Re,
sumes on teaching candidates were sent to Connecticut public high schools
and over 200 private schools in the country. Forty,five ( 45) inquiries
were received from private schools, and nineteen (19) from public schools.
Career Counseling Program
''The Career Counseling Program again this year had a good attend,
ance of seniors. However, we would still like to see more underclassmen
attend these meetings, but there is no doubt that the present foreign situ,
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ation tends to discourage this type of thinking. The following meetings
were held during the Trinity Term, 1951:
Feb. 27

Mr. Eric T. Franzen, Manager of Personnel, Phoenix Mutual
Life Insurance Company. Topic, PREPARATION FOR IN,
TERVIEWS AND THE PERSONNEL FIELD.

Mar. 6 Mr. Charles J. Zimmerman, Associate Managing Director, Life
Insurance Agency Management Association. Topic, INSUR,
ANCE: HOME OFFICE AND THE FIELD.
Mar. 15

Mr. G. M. Fletcher, Advertising Manager, The Stanley Works.
Topic, ADVERTISING.

Apr. 10 Prof. Ralph Bischoff, Secretary of the Faculty, New York Uni,
versity Law School. Topic, LAW.
Apr. 17

Mr. Carlton M. Barlow, Personnel Department, Union Carbide
and Carbon Corp. Topic, INDUSTRY.

Apr. 24 Mr. L. W. May, Assistant Manager, Industrial Control Division,
Arrow,Hart fi Hegeman Electric Company. Topic, SALES.
Counseling

••During 1951 over 2400 personal interviews were held by the Place,
ment Director with seniors and underclassmen. There is no doubt that
this type of interview and personal counseling takes a great deal of time,
but to my mind to do an effective job in placement work this time must
be spent. The Strong Test is a great deal of help, but this test nor any
other can stand as the final answer to a student's problem in trying to find
out what he wants to do. It was also good to see that our Reading Room
in the Placement Office with its collection of vocational material and com,
pany files was put to good use, not only by seniors but by many of the
underclassmen. Mr. Holland, Mr. Peelle and Mr. Candelet have worked
with the Placement Office in many of the problems of student counseling
and their cooperation is much appreciated.

Part-Time Employment
••Nineteen fifty,one was another bonanza year for the student desirous
of part,time work. As a matter of fact, although our records show 385
jobs obtained through the Placement Office for students we know that it
was higher than this. Practically any student during the past year who
wished part,time work had no trouble finding it.
••The interest of insurance companies, especially the New York firms,
in our students majoring in mathematics continued at a high level this
year. Some companies came expressly for the purpose of interviewing
underclassmen for summer employment in actuarial departments. Eight
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of our underclassmen, including freshmen and sophomores, were given
offers by companies for the summer. Four of our students passed Part I
of the Actuarial Examination this year, three of them, being sophomores.
Conclusion
••Again this year I wish to express my appreciation to the offices of
Dean Hughes and Dean Clarke and the members of the faculty for their
cooperation without which the Placement Office could not function."

COLLEGE HEALTH SERVICE
The following is submitted as the report of Dr. Francis L. Lundborg,
Medical Director:
..All medical histories and physical examination reports presented by
entering students were reviewed for general health and restricting disa,
bilities. Men participating in competitive sports were given any necessary
re,examinations for fitness .
.. During the year there were about 2000 students seen in the medical
office. 33 resident students were confined to Seabury 24 for a period of
90 days with minor respiratory complaints, German Measles and head in,
jury. There were 6 cases of German Measles--all mild-and 5 of them
were isolated at college and the sixth sent to his home in ·a nearby town.
••132 resident students lost over 600 days because of illness or injury.
147 non,resident students lost over 750 days. These figures represent an
increase of about 10%.
••There were more fractures during the year than any preceding year.
In February 1951, an epidemic of ..Grippe or Influenza" hit the college and
involved about 15 % of the student body during the three weeks period.
Other institutions reported 15% to 25% of their student body ill at one
time.
..The Hartford Hospital received many men for treatment of their
fractures, appendicitis, psychiatric disorder ( 1) one, and infectious dis,
eases too severe to treat at college.
••chest X,rays of dining hall personnel were obtained at the Health
Clinic in Hartford. Frequent inspections of the cafeteria and kitchen
were made. The students complained of the high fat diet with fried
foods and gravies.
..Recommendations:
1. All entering students be required to present X,ray reports of chest
examination-as smallpox vaccination is required.
2. Changes in food preparation so there is less fat.
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PUBLICATIONS AND ACTIVITIES OF FACULTY AND STAFF
OFFICE OF THE DEAN
Arthur H. Hughes, Dean
.. Place-Names of Connecticut," Connecticut Circle, January, 19H .
..Comparative Literature and German," New England Modern Language Asso,
ciation Bulletin, XIII, 1, February, 19H.
Chairman, Committee on Accreditation, Connecticut Council on Higher Edu,
cation.
Committee on Institutions of Higher Education, New England Association of
Colleges and Secondary Schools.
Commissioner, State Geological and Natural History Survey.
Consultant, p_anel on ••Developing Acceleration Procedures", Conference on
Higher Education, National Education Association, Chicago, April, 19H.
Joseph C. Clarke, Dean of Students
Member Board of Trustees-Good Will Boys Club. Chairman-Day Camp
Committee.
Member Board of Trustees-Hartford Times Farm Corporation.
President-New England Intercollegiate Swimming Association.
DEPARTMENT OF BIOLOGY
T. H. Bissonnette, Professor
Chapter 9 in Book ••The Care and Breeding of Laboratory_ Animals." The
Ferrets, pp. 234,2H. Edited by Edmond J. Farris, of Wiston Institute of
Anatomy and Biology. Published by John Wiley fi Sons October 13, 19S'0.
Lecture to Rotary Club of Sterling Ontario, Canada, on Biology research at
Trinity.
J. Wendell Burger, Associate Professor
The General Form of Circulation in the Dogfish, Squalus Acanthias. J. Cell. fi
Comp. Physiol. June, 19S'l.
Two annotations, U.S. Quarterly Book Review. Library of Congress.
Designed in cooperation with Ward's Natural Science Establishment an inex,
pensive teaching exhibit illustrating speciation.
Chairman, School Nursing Committee, Hartford Hospital.
Director, Mt. Desert Island Biological Laboratory until August H, 19S'0.
Organized seminar series ( 8 weeks) under U.S. Public Health grant on renal
physiology.
Robert W. Harrington, Jr., Assistant Professor
.. Preseasonal breeding by the Bridled Shiner, Notropis bifrenatus, induced under
light-temperature control." Copeia, 19S'0, No. 4, December 22, pp. 304,
311, 1 fig.
·
..Notes on spawning in an aquarium by the Bridled Shiner, Notropis bifrenatus,
with counts of the eggs deposited." Copeia, 19S'l, No. 1, March 21, pp.
SS',86, 1 table.
Lecture to Linguistics class, Trinity College, December, 19S'0...Hindustani and
the Devanagari script in connection with the main languages of India.••
Education Committee-Greater Hartford Tuberculosis and Public Health Society.
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DEPARTMENT OF CLASSICAL LANGUAGES
J. A. Notopoulos, Professor
••Parataxis in Homer: A New A__pproach to Homeric Criticism."
Transaction of the American Plillological Association 80 ( 1949), pp. 1•23.
Review of Shelley's Eccentricities by C. H. Grabo, University of New Mexico
Press, 195'0, The South Atlantic Quarterly S'0 ( 195'1), p. 15'3.
Review of The Philosophy of Plato (G. C. Field), Oxford University Press,
1949, The Classical Weekly 44 (195'1) p. 189.
..The Generic and Oral Composition in llomer," paper read at the American
Philological Association Meeting, University of Toronto, December 28,
195'0.

Commencement Address, The Watkinson School, June 61 195'1.
Executive Committee of the American School of Classical Studies at Athens.
New England editor of the Classical Journal.
Consultant in Modem Greek, G. C. Merriam Co., publications.
DEPARTMENT OF CHEMISTRY
Dwight F. Mowery, Jr., Instructor
..A Slide Rule for Averaging Grades or Experimental Data"-Joumal of Chemi•
cal Education, June, 195'1.
Robert H. Smellie, Jr., Instructor
..The Kinetics of the Acid Decomposition of Sodium Thiosulfate in Dilute Solu•
tions" (in collaboration with R.. H. Dinegar and 0. K. LaMer-Columbia
Univ.) Journal of the American Chemical Soc. Vol. 73, pp. 20S'0·20S'4,

May, 19'1 .

..The Electrokinetic Properties of Dilute Monodisperse Sulfur Hydrosols" Ph.D.
Dissertation-Columbia University, Afril• 195'1.
Contributions to chapter on ••chemistry: o Uranium" in Vol. I, Div. VIII The
Analytical Chemistry of the Manhattan Project N.N.E.S.-McGraw•Hill
Book Company, New York, Fall 195'0 .
..Kinetics of Formation and Stability of Dilute Monodisperse Sulfur Hydrosols''
(in collaboration with R. H. Dinegar and 0. K. LaMer). Paper delivered
at meeting of American Chemical Society, Chicago, September, 195'0.
Lecture on ..Scientific Research" at Glastonbury High School, April 4, 195'1.
Consultant: Firetox Co., Glastonbury, Connecticut and Chicopee Mfg. Co.,
Chicopee Falls, Massachusetts.
DEPARTMENT OF ECONOMICS
L. W. Towle, Professor
Lecture ..Financial Problems of Local Government" South Egremont, Massachu•
setts, October, 195'0.
Consultant, Mount Holyoke Institute on the United Nations.
Member Greater Hartford Council on Economic Education.
Chairman, Third Mercantile Wage Board, State of Connecticut.
Richard Scheuch, Instructor
Lead round table discussion on current economic problems at June 195'1 meeting
of Trinity alumni in Springfield.
DEPARTMENT OF ENGINEERING
H. J. Lockwood, Professor
President. Hartford Engineers Club.
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DEPARTMENT OP ENGLISH
M. S. Allen, Professor
"My Teaching of Shakespeare,·• October 28, 19f0, Brandeis University.
President of the New England C,ollege English Association.
Member of the C,ommittee on the Encouragement of Student Literary Activity.
K. W. Cameron, Assistant Professor
"An Early Prose Work of Emerson," American Literature, XXII ( 19f0•19H)
pp. 332-338.
"MS. Resources at the Watkinson Library" in Report to the American Literature
Group of the Modem Language Association, April, 19f1.
"Emerson's Early Reading List (1819•1824)," Bulletin of the New York Public
Library, July, 19n.
Critical evaluation of a MS. on John Heywood's plays for the Modem Language
Association.
Critical evaluation of a MS. on Ralph Waldo Emerson•s Poems for the New
York University Press.
Lecture on "Bishop Seabury and the Episcopate," Trinity Church, Bridgeport,
Nov. 14, 19S'l.
Appointed Archivist and Historiographer of the Diocese of Connecticut, sue•
ceeding Dr. Arthur Adams, May, 19S'l.
R. M. Vogel, Assistant Professor
Speech textbook privately printed for experimental use.
Speeches: Hartford Principal's Association.
C,onference of New England Speech Association.
Phi Delta Kappa, Hillyer C,ollege.
Trinity Alumni of Philadelphia.
C,ommittee on Speech Standards in C,olleges fi Universities, New England Speech
Association.
Ralph M. Williams, Assistant Professor
"God Rest You Merry, Gentlemen.. (an article on old English carols), in Porth,
December, 19f0, vol. 11 f, no. 11, pp. 7•9, 32.
.
"Robert Dyer the Elder of Aberglasne_y, Gentlemen•• in The Carmarthen Anti•
quary, the Transactions of the Carmarthenshire Antiquarian Society for
1947 Ei 1948 (published in 19H), vol. 2, part 3, pp. 75,88.
Two reviews in the Hartford C.Ourant.
Member of panel of five teachers to discuss the teaching of Freshman English at
the meeting of the C,ollege English Association held at Brandeis University,
November, 19f0.
DEPARTMENT OP FINE ARTS
J.C. E. Taylor, Assistant Professor
October-November, 19f0, one-man exhibition of paintings fi drawings at the
Moyer Gallery, Hartford.
January, 19H, C,onnecticut Academy of Fine Arts annual exhibition. Member
of Jury of Selection and Hanging C,ommittee.
January, 19S'l, Gallery Talk, Avery Memorial C,ourt.
February, 19H, Lecture on Georgian Architecture at Institute of Living.
May, 19S'l, one•man exhibition in Bloomfield.
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DEPARTMENT OP GEOLOGY
E. L. Troxell, Professor
Twenty-Fourth Biennial Report of the Commissioners of the State Geological
and Natural History Survey-Map. Published by the State of Connecticut,
February, 19H.
Director, State Geological and Natural History Survey.
Member, New England, New York Inter-Agency Committee, including the
Mineral Resources Study and Report Group.
Chancellor, New England Region of the Social Science Honor Society, Pi
Gamma Mu.
DEPARTMENT OP GOVERNMENT
L. L. Barber, Jr., .Assistant Professor
"The U.N., Success or Failure." Lecture to Beth Israel Men's Club.
"Civil Rights or Civil Liberties." Loomis School Assembly.
"Connecticut State Reorganization and Constitutional Convention." Oxford
School .Assembly; League of Women Voters-Waterbury, Hartford, Wind,
sor; State Convention, Americans for Democratic Action.
Faculty Advisor, Connecticut Intercollegiate Student Legislature.
Trustee, Connecticut State Hospital.
Legislative Committee, Connecticut Council of Churches.
College Committee, New England Region, American Friends Service Committee.
Nominating Committee, New England Political Science Association.
City Manager's Board of Inquiry into Hartford Housing Authority.
Chairman, Hartford Chapter, American Veterans Committee.
Director, School for Legislative Action, Connecticut American Veterans Com,
mittee.
John Ponturo, Instructor
"What the United Nations Has Accomplished Since Its Pounding" December,
19S'0, College Age Group, Central Baptist Church, Hartford.

DEPARTMENT OP HISTORY
D. G. B. Thompson, Associate Professor
"The Middle States" Proceedings of the Middle States Council for the Social
Studies, Vol. 47, pp. 68-76.
"An Historian Looks at Communism." Trinity College Bulletin, November,
19S'0.
Presented statue of Thomas Hooker to Mayor of Hartford on behalf of Society
of the Descendants of Hartford at public meeting in front of the Old State
House, October, 19S'0.
Commencement speaker, Shipley School, Bryn Mawr, Pennsylvania, June, 19H.
Lectures on historical subjects to the Rotary Club and Kiwanis.
Trustee of Pinch Junior College.
Governor of the Society of the Descendants of Hartford.
Member of UNESCO Council, Hartford.
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R. Shaw, Assistant Professor
Gave fourteen public lectures.
Wrote eleven maguine articles for Military Engineer, Armour, Trinity Review,
the Churchman and the Picket Post.
Book reviews for America, Hartford Courant, and Churchman.
Governor for Connecticut, the Mayflower Society.
Board of Governors, Foreign Policy Association in Hartford.
Refugee Committee, the Center Church, Hartford.
Delegate for Center Church to Connecticut State conference.
UNESCO Committee for Hartford.
Rollins College trustee.
Ddegate and panel member, Colgate Conference on International Relations, July,
195'1.
Editor, Beta Theta Pi, national maguine.
Unitarian national committee for German relief.
Book, Adam to Atom put into Braille by Library of Congress.
Norton Downs, Instructor
..The Lords of Bethsan in the 12th and 13th Century Kingdoms of Jerusalem
and Cyprus."
Medievalia et Humanistica, No. 6, 1950, with J. L. LaMonte .
..The Importance of Medieval History,•• talk given before the South Windsor
Historical Society, South Windsor, Connecticut, November 195'0.
Guest Speaker, Annual Congress of the Descendants of the ~igners of the
Declaration of Independence, Philadelphia, May 12, 195'0.
Member, Board of Directors, Union Library Catalogue of Greater Philaddphia.
Robert C. Black, III, Instructor
Railroads of the Confederacr,-under consideration by publisher.
.. Railroads in the Civil War '-before Society of the Descendants of the Founders
of Hartford, June, 19H.
DEPARTMENT OF MATHEMATICS
H. L. Dorwart, Professor
.. Biographical Notes on Jonathan Kni(ht (1787•18S'8).'' The Pennsylvania
Magazine of History and Biography, January, 195'1, pp. 76-90.
Member of Board of Governors, Mathematical Association of America.
E. N. Nilson, Assistant Professor
Three reviews-Mathematical Reviews.
DEPARTMENT OF PHILOSOPHY, PSYCHOLOGY, AND EDUCATION
B. W. Means, Associate Professor
'"Science and Value"-March, 19H, Trinity Chapter, Physics Honor Society.
..Aristotle and Edu~tion"-April, 19H, Saturday Morning Club (Hartford).
Secretary of the Board of Trustees, Hartt Musical Foundation.
Member of Trustees• Curriculum Committee, Hartt Musical Foundation.
Elected Secretary of the Trinity Chapter of Phi Beta Kappa.
A. H. Souerwine, Instructor
..Modem Living and Problems of Adjustment"-February, 19H, Center Church.
Hartford.
Series of Lectures on Child Guidance through months of January and February
at the Center Church, Hartford .
.. Perception and Memory"-March, 19"1, Officers of the Connecticut Military
District, Headquarters of the Military District, Hartford.
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DEPARTMENT OF PHYSICAL EDUCATION
R. Oosting, Director
Series of 56 articles on .. Basketball" published in the Hartford Times. Winter,
1950,19H.
Board of Director~National College Basketball Coaches Association.
Executive Committee-New England Intercollegiate Track Association.
A. H. Christ, Instructor
Materials for the development of a filmstrip, and manual on ..The Fundamental
Techniques of Individual Defensive Guard and Tackle play in Football ...
Springfield College, Springfield, Mass., June, 19H.
Greater Hartford Water Safety Committee.
Chairman, Swimming Officials Clinic, held at Trinity College, March, 1951.
DEPARTMENT OP PHYSICS
P. W. <l>nstant, Professor
Wrote three book reviews for the Hartford Courant.
Science and the Purpose of Life by B. Sokoloff.
Guest of honor at meeting of the Hartford Section of the American Society of
Mechanical Engineers, January, 19H.
Member of the Executive Committee of the New England Section of the Ameri•
can Physical Society.
R. P. McCune, Assistant Professor
Talk on ..Philosophy of Physics in the Elementary Ph~ics Course" in April,
19H, at Physics Department Colloquium, Wesleyan University.
Assistant Church Clerk and Assistant Director of Religious Education at Central
Baptist Church, Hartford.
DEPARTMENT OP RELIGION
G. B. O'Grady, Jr., Chaplain and Assistant Professor of Religion
Porty,nine speaking and preaching engagements.
Chairman, Commission on College Work of the Province of New England.
Chairman, College Work Committee, Diocese of Connecticut.
Vice,Chairman, College Work Committee, Connecticut Council of Churches.
Member, Educational Committee (Regional), National Conference of Christians

and Jews.

Member, Provincial Council, Province of New England.
Member, Clergyman's Advisory Committee, Planned Parenthood League of
Connecticut.
Member, Concord Conference Committee.
Sponsor, Faculty Institute in Theology, for Provincta I, II, III.
Member, The Inter,Professional Group.
Carilloneur Member, The Guild of Carilloneurs in North America.
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DEPARTMENT OF ROMANCE LANGUAGES
G. W. Andrian, Assistant Professor
Lecture "College Teaching and Education" delivered at Bulkeley High School,
Hartford, April, 19"1.
Chairman, Nominating Committee, Connecticut Chapter of American Associa,
tion of Teachers of French.
A. F. Wright, Jr., Instructor
Microfilm Abstracts, Vol. XI, No. 1, University Microfilms, Ann Arbor, 19S'l.
"Paul Verlaine and the Musicians."
'"Goblins!"-a poetic translation of Victor Hugo's Les Djinns accepted for publication by Poet Lore, Boston.
Lecture-Recital before Connecticut Chapter of Teachers of French, October,
19S'O. Subject: "Paul Verlaine and Music."

In closing, I cannot refrain from expressing once again the regret
that is shared by the entire college community as a consequence of your
resignation from the presidency at Trinity. Our sense of loss is tempered
somewhat by the realization that you are entering a position of national
importance, and I extend to you herewith, personally and on behalf of
my colleagues, our best wishes for success and happiness in your new
undertaking.
All of which is respectfully submitted

ARTHUR HOWARD HUGHES
Dean.
August, 19 51
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REPORT OF THE LIBRARIAN
To THE T RUSTEES OF TRINITY CoLLEGE:

In accordance with Section Three of Article Fifteen of the Statutes
of the C.Ollege, I submit the Report of the Librarian for the year ending
June 30, 195' 1.
THE WATKINSON LIBRARY
The Watkinson Library and related matters will be dealt with in
detail by Mr. Engley in his Report. It will suffice to say here that we
are very happy to know that within a year this invaluable collection will
have been added to our library resources, and to say that Mr. Engley has
worked out in detail plans for the physical removal of the books and for
their arrangement in the new building.
THE NEW LIBRARY BUILDING
The report on this most important subject will also be made by Mr.
Engley. The plans for it are almost entirely his work, and he is keeping
a most watchful eye on every step in the construction. We are fortunate,
indeed, to have this essential addition to the equipment of the College,
and are fortunate to have Mr. Engley plan and supervise its construction.
ATTENDANCE
The Library has been kept open 85'½ hours per week, including
Saturday afternoons and Sunday afternoons and evenings. The over,
crowding of the Reading Room at times has been more apparent than
ever before. We shall not have our new building any too soon.
The annual statement in regard to attendance follows:
ATTENDANCE STATISTICS
19SO,H

Students

Faculty

Visitor11

July
August
September
October
November
December
January
February
March
April
May
June

1076
1662
923
4621
4399
35'91
4074
3079
3718
4437
495'0
1385'

82
15'1
95'
231
204
144
222
204
286
209
233
169

15'
20
12
105'
96
36
38
71
92
68
80
60

TOTAL

37915'

2230

693
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ANNUAL SUMMARY OF ATTENDANCE
1946-47

1947-48

1948-49

1949-S'O

19S'O·S'l

55,286

33,410

39,554

43,416

40,734

CIRCULATION STATISTICS
19S'O·S'l

July
August
September
October
November
December
January
February
March
April
May
June
TOTAL

Students

Faculty

Reserve Books

659

1546
240

159
113
64
138
188
82
136
134
183
204
268
207

400
618
122
2836
2200
1495
1417
759
1512
1723
1416
176

12053

1876

14674

713
150
928
1281
1002
1725
1007
1243
1559

INCREASE OF THE LIBRARY
There were added to the Library 3,508 volumes and 4,994 pamphlets,
a total of 8,502 items as compared with 11,152 of last year.
Of the volumes added to the Library, 2,119 were purchased and 1,252
were given. All the pamphlets were gifts; a large proportion of them are
U. S. Government Publications. Two thousand, seven hundred and forty,
four volumes were bound and 1,252 unbound. Included in the count of
unbound volumes are some 350 volumes of unbound periodicals, most of
which will be bound during the summer.
IMPORTANT PURCHASES
Chronicles of America. vol. 51,56
Enciclopedia ltaliana. vol. 36
Huygens, Christian. Oeuvres completes. vol. 22
Vail, R.W.G. Voice of the old frontier.
Roscoe, Theodore. United States submarine operations in
World War II.
Die griechisch,christlichen inschriften des Peloponnes. Bd. I.
Saunders, J. B. Illustrations from the works of Andreas Vesalius.
Kaplan, 0. J. Encyclopedia of vocational guidance. 2 vols.
Nilsson, M. P. Minoan,Mycenaen religion and its survival
in Greek religion.
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Johannsen, Albert. House of Beadle and Adams. 2 vols.
Christensen, E. 0. Index of American design.
Barker, Virgil. American painting.
Raynal, M. History of modem painting: Picasso. vol. 3.
Columbia encyclopedia. New ed. 1950.
Roosevelt. Letters; ed. E. Morison. 2 vols.
Watson, E. W. Twenty painters and how they work.
Berkeley, George. Works of ... ed. A. A. Luce. 3 vols.
Menendez y Pelayo, M. Historia de las ideas esteticas en
Espana. vol. 1,S'.
Aristotelian society. Proceedings. n.s. vol. 1,15'
Remusat, Charles de Abelard. 2 vols.
Machiavelli, N. Discourses. 2 vols.
Collier•s encyclopedia. vol. 1,20.
Meritt. Athenian Tribute lists. vol. 3.
Knox. History of the Reformation in Scotland. 2 vols.
Venturi. Italian painting.
Blegen. Troy. 2 vols.
Craven. Army Air Forces in World War II. 3 vols.
Castro. El pensamiento de Cervantes.
Robinson. Correspondence . . . with the Wordsworth
circle. 2 vols.
Poincare. Oeuvres. vol. 4
Menendez Pidal. La Espana del Cid. 2 vols.
Verlaine. Correspondence; ed. Van Bever.
Mathews. Dictionary of Americanisms. 2 vols.
Husserl. Logische Untersuchungen. 3 vols.
National Cyclopedia of American biography. vol. 36
Library of Congress. Author catalog. 3 vols.
Library of Congress. Subject catalog. 3 vols.
New Colophon. 9 vols.
Dimitrakos. Great dictionary of the Greek language. 2 vols.
Roosevelt. Letters; ed. E. Morison. 2 vols.
Haywood. Bibliography of North American folklore.
Cogniat. French painting at the time of the Impressionists.
GIFTS
Several of the gifts to the Library call for comment.
From Mr. Allerton C. Hickmott we received five copies of first editions
of Byron•s works. They are fine copies and are a notable addition to our
rather small holdings of items of the kind. They are first editions of
..House of Idleness,,, 1807; •~Poems,,, 1816; ..Hebrew Melodies,,, 1815 ;
.. Prisoner of Chillon," 1816; and .. Childe Harold's Pilgrimage" 3 vols.,
1812, 1818.
From Albert E. Holland, '34, we received some sixty volumes of first
editions of modem English writers, chiefly poets. This also is a most wel,
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come gift, strengthening the Library in a field in which it is weak. It is
most gratifying to have Mr. Holland express his intention of adding to
the collection from time to time.
.
Henry D. B. B. Moore, M.A., Hon. 1948, has added generously to
the notable Moore Collection of books on China and the Far East. His
continued interest and generosity are much appreciated. His gift includes
some two hundred items. Through his good offices, Mr. Frederick Moore
gave us six volumes for the Moore Collection.
From Mr. David A. McAlpin, of Princeton, -New Jersey, we received
forty,five bound volumes of ..Harper's Weekly."
From Mr. A. Krida, Jr., of South Kent School, we received thirteen
phonograph records, having to do with Japanese grammar and related
subjects.
From the Reverend Joseph Groves, '10, we received a leaf of the
Gutenberg Bible, with a bibliographic essay by A. Edward Newton.
From E. L. DeGolyer, L.L.D. 1947, we received a set of Sarton's
..Introduction to the History of Science," in three volumes. Dr. DeGolyer
has also given a generous sum of money for the purchase of books dealing
with the history of science, and of the several sciences.
Gifts were received from ~e following alumni, in several cases, copies
of the donor's own publications were included. Albert C. Bates, M.A. '20,
Clarence I. Penn, '12, R. McClelland Brady, '90, Thomas L. Bradley, '21,
George D. Chester, '29, Bernard S. Dignam, '30, John Fandel, '49, Gus,
tave A. Feingold, '11 (family of), the Rev. Dr. Wm. H.P. Hatch, '97, Karl
F. Koenig, '29, J. Brooks Macie, '48, Lawson Purdy, '84, and Dr. Jerome
P. Webster, '10.
Dr. Webster's gift was a copy in full morocco, of the '"Life and Times
of Gaspare Tagliacozzi, surgeon of Bologna from 1545 to 1599, with an
accumulative study of the scientific and cultural life of Bologna in the six,
teenth century by Martha Teach Gnudi and himself. This is a magnificent
work privately printed in a small edition. We are indeed fortunate to
have a copy of it.
Mr. Fred W. Pattison, '53, gave us a copy of the '"Life of Margaret
Dreier Robins," by Mary E. Dreier.
The following members of the Faculty have given books, periodicals,
or pamphlets, in several cases including copies of the donor's own publi,
cations. President G. Keith Funston, Dean Arthur H. Hughes, Arthur
Adams, Archie R. Bangs, T. Hume Bissonnette, Wendell Burger, Harry
T. Costello, Norton Downs, III, Vernon K. Krieble, J. Bard McNulty,
Louis H. Naylor, James A. Notopoulos, Lawrence W. Towle, Edward L.
Troxell, and Ralph M . Williams.
We acknowledge gratefully the gifts of their publications from the
Bollingen Foundation, the Carnegie Foundation for the Advancement of
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Reading, the Carnegie Endowment for International Peace, the Carnegie
Institution of Washington, the Smithsonian Institution, the Board of Edu,
cation of the State of Connecticut, the Connecticut State Library, the
New York State Library, the State of Connecticut, and the Government
of the United States. To these and to all others of the many good friends
of the College who have made many interesting, valuable, and useful gifts
to the Library, we are indeed grateful. They and others like minded
through the years have made the Library what it is.
CATALOGUING
Miss Elizabeth N. Ives was in charge of the work in this Department
from September. She has worked faithfully and has turned out a surpris,
ing amount of work. She was assisted by Miss Mary E. Quinn during a
part of the year.· She has had some help from Ruth A. Hagen and
Martha G. Rizzuto, St. Joseph's College students, and George T. Young,
Jr. What was accomplished may be summarized.
Volumes

Titles

Cards

New Titles Catalogued
Replacements and added copies
Continuation orders
Periodicals
Moore Collection

2,061
109
248
478
140

1,826

6,5'93

21
120

77
435'

TOTALS
Books Withdrawn
Books Reclassed
Books Recatalogued

3,036

1,967

7,105'

266
4,985'
169

STAFF
Mr. Donald B. Engley has given his attention largely to the important
task of shaping plans for the new library building, to plans for the removal
of the Watkinson Library to the College, and to the organization of the
Friends of the Library. On these and other matters, he will report sep,
arately and in detail.
Mrs. Laura B. Schatz is invaluable because of her long service, her
knowledge of our library ways, and because of her interest and never,failing
courtesy.
Mrs. Elsie R. Panek has assisted Mr. Engley and Mrs. Schatz in a
most satisfactory way.
Mr. George W. Adams has had charge of the Reading Room, of
Government documents, of student assistants, and of inter,library loans.
We wonder how we ever managed without him.
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The following undergraduate students have worked as assistants in
the Library during the year: John E. Backenstoe, Donald K. Bissonnette,
Peter H. Blank, George H. Bowen, William Dobrovir, David E. Fitzgerald,
David _E. Floyd, Richard K. Hennigar, Richard K. Hooper, Ellerd M. Hul,
bert, David S. Kayner, Calvin L. Keeler, Frederick W. Pattison, John E.
Spies, William R. Whitelaw.
BINDING
As always, the greater part of the appropriation for binding has been
spent in caring for current periodicals. Binding costs continue to rise and
the amount of material to be bound to increase; consequently an ever
increasing appropriation for this purpose is essential. Increased use of the
books makes more rebinding necessary. Nevertheless, we do keep up pretty
well with current needs, and we are grateful to the Administration for
their understanding of the conditions.
THE LIBRARY COMMITIEE
The members of the Library Committee were: President G. Keith
Funston, ex,ofjicio, William G. Mather, Robert B. O'Connor, and Richard,
son Wright of the Trustees, and Professors J. Wendell Burger, Harry T.
Costello, J. Bard McNulty, Sven Nilson, George B. Cooper, James A.
Notopoulos, D. G. Brinton Thompson, Robert P. Waterman, Donald B.
Engley, and Arthur Adams.
Meetings were held at frequent intervals. The chief topics discussed
had to do largely with the plans for the new library building as they were
explained by Mr. Engley.
CONCLUSION
In presenting this, his thirty,sixth and last report, your Librarian finds
satisfaction in some comparison with things then and now.
During the year 1915, 16, 620 volumes were purchased as against
2,119 in 1950,51. During 1915,16, 143 volumes of periodicals were pur,
chased; in 1950,51, some 450 volumes of periodicals were purchased.
The total income for the year 1915,16 was $443.27. The largest Fund,
at that time the Northam Fund, was yielding no income. The income from
the Funds for the purchase of books and periodicals during the year 1950,51
was upward of $8,000. It is too true that this amount is woefully inade,
quate, but it is a notable increase. Then too, for many years the income
from Library Funds has been supplemented by appropriations from the
general income of the Corporation.
The staff has not been increased in proportion to increases in the size
of the Library. Material increases in the staff will be essential for adequate
service in the new library.
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The catalogue for the year 1915,16 estimated the number of books
in the Library at 80,000. The present number is well over 200,000, and
with the Watkinson Library added will be well over 3 rn,ooo.
Williams Memorial was new in 1915. It never was well planned or
adequate. It has for years been hopelessly inadequate. Now we shall soon
move into our new library building, so long dreamed of and planned for.
With the Watkinson Library added and with our new building, the
library needs of the College will be met as never before, and the Trinity
College Library will be one of the significant small college libraries of our
country.
It is gratifying to realize that the C.Ollege generally has not merely
held her place among New England C.Olleges, but has gained relatively.
It is gratifying also to note that the Library, too, has not only shareJ: in
the general growth and prosperity of the College, but has increasingly met
the needs of our developing and growing College.
We give thanks for all this and look forward with confidence to the
future of the College and of our Library with the advantage of a new
building· and adequate staff and a competent administration.
All of which is respectfully submitted

ARTHUR ADAMS,
Librarian.
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REPORT OF THE ASSOCIATE LIBRARIAN
To

THE TRUSTEES OF TRINITY CoLLEGE:

I submit herewith my report as Associate Librarian for the year ending
June 30, 1951. The year just completed has been an active one due chiefly
to the decision to proceed with the plan to construct a new library building,
made possible in the summer of 1950 by the generosity of Mr. Paul Mellon
and the Old Dominion Foundation.
Your Associate Librarian was engaged during the months from July
to December principally in the development of :final building plans.
Weekly visits were made to the architect's New York offices for close study
of the drawings as they were produced. At the same time tours of inspec,
tion were made to other college and university libraries as planning prob,
lems arose. Many of these trips were return visits following earlier trips
at the time my Preliminary Building Planning Report was being compiled
the previous year. Among the institutions visited were Harvard, M.I.T., ·
Tufts, Amherst, Mt. Holyoke, Wesleyan, Yale, University of Virginia,
University of North Carolina, Woman's College of the University of
North Carolina, Duke, and the University of Miami.
Ground was broken for the new building directly after the Amherst,
Trinity football game on November 11. This made it possible to get the
excavation for the building underway before the onset of severe weather.
Despite extremely wet ground conditions during December and January the
foundation work was advanced with only short delays. Good spring and
summer weather made pos.gble rapid strides in the pouring of concrete
floors with the result that as of this date three of the four floors are in.
Weekly meetings on the campus, attended by the architect, the builder,
and the Treasurer, Associate Librarian, and Property Manager have served
to keep all informed of the building's progress and to expedite necessary
decisions.
My work with the Watkinson Library this year has been a continua,
tion of that begun last year. It has consisted of consultation with Miss
Kerr regarding books and periodicals to be bound or repaired and the
preparation of the collection for moving. In this connection, student assist,
ants at Trinity were employed to make some 4000 shelf signs, since the
transfer of the Watkinson books to their new shelves will require an exact
labelling of each existing shelf due to the system of :fixed location employed
there.
A highlight of the year, second only to the gift of Mr. Mellon, was
the organizational meeting of the Trinity College Library Associates held
in the Chemistry Library on June 15, the day before the laying of the
cornerstone. Approximately 40 friends of the new Trinity Library as,
sembled to lay plans for an organization to foster the development of the
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two libraries in their new setting. At this time Dr. Jerome P. Webster,
'10, was elected Chairman, Wilmarth S. Lewis, Watkinson trustee and
noted collector, was elected Vice,Chairman, and the writer was elected
Secretary,Treasurer, ex,officio. This slate of officers was directed to draw
up a constitution and other plans for the association and to report their
recommendations at the first regular meeting this coming year. At this
time Mr. Mellon was elected the first Honorary Member of the .As&>ciates
Group in recognition of his tremendous assistance in making the building
and thus the merger poss1ble.
The following day the cornerstone was laid by President Funston with
appropriate ceremonies, as part of the Commencement week,end exercises.
During the year moving concerns were requested to submit estimates
for the transfer of the two libraries this coming year. It appears from
these that it will cost between $4000 and $ 5000 to bring the Watkinson
Library to the campus and about $10,000 to get the much larger Trinity
Library out of its stack and extensive basement quarters. These estimates
have been submitted to the College Treasurer for his advance planning.
With the most recent estimate of the Contracter that the new building
will be completed in February of 1952, it appears that it will be pos.sible
to move Trinity's books during the Spring vacation next year. It is my
hope that we will be able to dedicate the new joint library at the 1952
Commencement and begin the 1952/53 College year in full operation.
Respectfully submitted,

DONALD B. ENGLEY
Associate Librarian.
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